
Powerful uses of Digital rewarDs  

within the Retail industRy

Case studies:

did you Know? 

digital RewaRd CaRds

Reward key 
transactions by 
thanking customers for 
purchasing select items 
or at peak retail seasons.

Reach customers at 
the transaction level 
by including reward 
codes on receipts or 
Catalina coupons.   

Leverage trade dollars 
and reward consumer 
behavior with branded 
promotions and in-store 
giveaways.

A simple but 
effective motivation 
tool, these rewards 
can be given as gifts 
for reaching goals. 

Integrate codes into 
direct mail campaigns 
for cost-effective 
delivery and increased 
consumer interest. 

Provide event 
attendees with a fun 
giveaway item that 
is easy for staff to 
transport to the event. 

THE POWER OF DIGITAL REWARDS

RETAIL InDuSTRy
Merchant promotions are essential — and expected — in the retail industry. The right 
promotional tools and products are indispensible to everything from boosting sales, 
increasing stock turnover and clearing out merchandize. They’re also important for 
strengthening relationships with customers and the community, increasing brand loyalty 
and distinguishing you from the competition. 

By providing exciting, customizable and popular digital incentives, you can easily reward 
with value-adds, not discounts, which allows you to sell regularly priced merchandise and 
keep profitability high. These rewards are a simple way to thank customers, drive targeted 
purchases, promote your brand in store and at events, and more. They’re even an effective 
way to motivate and reward store and back office employees.   

Client: Kroger        Use: Customer Loyalty        Reward: Digital Choice

Kroger Supermarket was looking for an incentive to increase in-store traffic and create customer loyalty at their various locations. 

They created an innovative promotion that rewarded customers for purchasing key products in their stores. When customers purchased at least ten 
of the specially marked products, a reward certificate for their choice of free rewards, including high-value items like Music Downloads and a Movie 
ticket, was printed at checkout.

Client: Macy’s         Use: Customer Incentive        Reward: Music Downloads

When Macy’s was looking to increase brand loyalty, they chose to launch a unique cause marketing campaign within their stores.

Macy’s partnered with the organization Feeding America and asked their customers to donate $1.00 to the charity. As a reward for their generosity, 
customers who donated received an incentive booklet containing prizes, coupons and a reward code for free Music Downloads.

Client: Toys“R”Us         Use: Recruiting        Reward: Digital Choice

Toys”R”Us wanted to recruit high quality potential candidates for their management-training program at college fairs. 

To entice students to stop by their booth, Toys”R”Us offered visitors a Digital Choice Card. Recipients of the reward were directed to a branded 
website where they could redeem their choice of a digital gift and even complete an online application for the training program.

The tables have turned: Digital downloads now 
exceed physical sales.*  

Next big thing: It is predicted that gains for online 
movies will increase tenfold between 2007 and 
2017.** 

Big picture potential: Over two-thirds of the U.S. 
population attend at least one movie every year.*** 

Cover to cover: Americans spend $9.3 billion 
dollars on magazine subscriptions annually.****

* Nielsen/Billboard; Pew Research Center
** Mintel
***Motion Picture Association of America
**** The Association of Magazine Media, 2012/2103 Magazine Media 
Factbook

Made up of a full range of physical and digital products, 
Digital Rewards include popular items like Music 
Downloads, Movie Tickets, Digital Movie Rentals, 
Magazine Subscriptions, eBooks and beyond. Digital 
Reward Card promotions use reward codes to deliver 
high-perceived value products. With our easy-to-
implement platform, brands can offer these relevant, 
real-world items at a fraction of their perceived value. 


